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Forward-Looking and Cautionary Statements

This presentation is strictly confidential and intended to be strictly informational. The Company reserves
the right, at its sole discretion, to modify all or any part of this presentation without any liability or
notification to any person. This presentation includes statements which may be considered forward-
looking. These forward-looking statements are based largely on the expectations of management of the
Company as at the date hereof and are subject to uncertain events and circumstances which are beyond
the control of the Company. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated. You
acknowledge that any reliance on or use by you of this information shall be at your own risk. In no event
shall the Company, its directors, officers, employees, agents or advisors be liable for any damages of any
kind arising out of or relating to the use of this presentation, including, but not limited to, any of loss of
income or profits, incidental, special, indirect or consequential or any similar losses or damages, whether
or not advised of the possibility of damages, and on any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection
with the use of the information contained herein. This document does not constitute, nor should be
construed as, an offer or solicitation of an offer for the purchase of any securities of the Company, nor
investment advice or an offering memorandum. No securities commission or similar authority or stock
exchange in any jurisdiction has in any way passed on any of the information contained herein. The
results described herein are exploratory in nature and there can be no assurance that they are indicative
of Mineral Resources as defined in accordance with National Instrument 43-101. The technical contents of
this presentation have been reviewed and approved by Dr. Waldo Perez, Ph.D., P. Geo., a qualified person
pursuant to National Instrument 43-101 (“NI 43-101”). Mr. Perez is CEO and President of the Company,
and is a Ph.D in Geology with a technical background in mineral exploration, including lithium brines.
Additional information on sample results and estimates at Tres Quebradas are available in the Company’s
technical report titled “Technical Report on Tres Quebradas Lithium Project Catamarca Province,
Argentina” with an effective date of June 6, 2016.
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Why Neo Lithium?

• Lithium brine only
• New discovery in Argentina
• Ownership of 100% of the complex

New Pure Play

• ~US$8M invested in the 3Q Project
• Camp/road, laboratory and pilot pond complete
• Encouraging results on process studies
• Positive geophysics drilling results, resource in Q2 2017

Fast Track

• One of the highest grade lithium brine projects in the world
• Lowest impurity content of any known salar
• Large salar footprint >150km2, focusing on the northern target

The Right Asset

• CEO, was the original founder and CEO of Lithium Americas
• Chairman, was a Director in Lithium Americas
• Exceptionally experienced local project technical team

The Right People

• ~88.6M shares outstanding, ~105.5M fully diluted
• Fully financed to FS with a strong balance sheet (~$35 cash)
• Strong s/h base: institutional ~40% and insiders ~20%

Clean Structure*
* Includes bought deal announced on January 30, 2017 for C$25 million; please refer to the press release for further information
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Location and Infrastructure

• Project located 30km from
the Chilean Border with
direct road to Pacific ports

• The company controls a total
of 350 Km2 up to the border
with Chile

• 100% Ownership of the
entire Salar Complex

• Project is easily accessed
through a provincial highway
and a recently upgraded
project road

• No inhabitants or aboriginal
communities
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Lithium Brine Reservoir and Salar Complex
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Camp

• Year round camp with capacity of ~60 people
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Access Road

• 60km road upgrade and construction
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Power

• Fully functional solar power, diesel generators and diesel pump station
on camp
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Weather Monitoring Station

• State of the art Vaisala weather station
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Laboratory

• Full geochemical lab
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Wells and Pump Tests

• On-going pumping tests and evaluation of production wells
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Pilot Evaporation Ponds
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3Q Project

• Salar and brine reservoir complex
that includes three brine reservoirs
and three salars

• Geothermal springs (yellow stars on
map) feed the northern part of the
project

• Rapidly advancing the Project
o Detailed sampling
o Road construction and camp
o Geophysics
o Evaporation process studies
o Pilot evaporation pond

• Currently at resource definition stage
o On-going drilling results from December

2016 to March 2017
o Resource estimate planned for Q2 2017
o PEA estimate planned for Q3 2017
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• The northern target has the highest concentration of lithium and potassium
grades and the lowest concentration of critical impurities

• These results are related to the influx of hot springs that bring lithium into the
salar and brine reservoirs

Lithium Rich Hot Springs Feed the Northern Target
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Geochemistry

• A total of 300 geochemical samples collected so far in the project
• Analyzed by certified lab Alex Stewart in Mendoza
• 20% QA/QC samples
• Samples collected in the reservoir/lake and in the brine contained in the

salar
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Lithium and Potash Grades in the 3Q Project

Northern
Target
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Magnesium and Sulphate Critical Impurities in the 3Q Project

Northern
Target
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Geophysics

• Electric conductivity survey was
completed along the entire salar
(Vertical Electrical Sounding)

• A total of 9 geophysical lines covering
55 linear kilometers of electrical survey
were completed

• The objective was to detect highly
conductive brine at depth

• Results suggest the northern target's
footprint is larger than perceived on
surface

• Results also show that brine extends at
depth for over 300 metres in some
sectors of the salar

• This survey is later compared to drill
results and used to estimate resources
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Geophysics Results*

West East

Highly conductive zone

Conductive zone

Semi-resistive zone

* Please refer to the Company’s press release, dated November 28th, 2016 and December 12th, 2016 for further information.

Northern
Target

footprint
increases

from
14x3km to

20x5km

• A total of 9 geophysical lines covering 55
linear kilometers of electrical survey were
completed

• The objective was to detect high conductive
brine at depth
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Drilling

• A total of 11 platforms 21 drill holes and ~2,500m drilled to date
o Additional 2-3 holes on-going

• 10 diamond drill holes (DDHH) and 11 rotary holes
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Geology

• Drilling showed that there is
an upper aquifer composed
of sodium chloride, sand,
silt and minor clays

• An intermediate aquitard
composed mostly of
crystalline halite

• A deeper aquifer composed
of porous crystalline halite

Lower
Aquifer

Upper
Aquifer
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Drilling Geochemical Results*

• High grade lithium brine both in
Northern and Southern Target

• The strong compositional transition
found on surface (Lithium grades
from 4,000mg/L to 10mg/L) is not
seen in the salar at depth, with
ranges from 1,000mg/L to 500mg/L

• It is possible to consider the entire
salar (and reservoirs) a lithium target,
however a strong focus on high grade
will be considered

• The target covers over 8,000ha and
depths down at least 300 metres

• 3Q is a Chloride base SalarSulfate
to Lithium ratio below < 1

• Magnesium to Lithium ratio between
1.8 and 2.7 in all the salar, with the
exception of the most southern drill
hole which increases to 6.5

• Only 3 holes pending results
* Please refer to the Company’s press release, dated March 20, 2017 for further information.
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Pump and Porosity Tests
• Representative rock samples of diamond drill

holes (DDHH) were collected at different depths
to determine the drainable porosity of the sample
by Daniel Stephens Labs in USA

• Four platforms with one pump well and one
piezometer (DDHH) were completed for pump
tests of the upper aquifer
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Pump and Porosity Results
• Results of both tests are similar

o The upper aquifers has very high
porosity with a minimum value of
8% and a maximum of 30%

o The lower aquifer yields values
between 1.5% and 14%

o The more compact aquitard salt
unit has porosity values from
1.5% to 5%
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Process Study*  Completed

* The studies include experiments on the brine at bench scale and simulated evaporation routes using thermodynamic databases. The data will require further field test
to verify the process on site. This study is applicable only to the surface brine found in the Northern Target of the 3Q Project. If the brine changes composition at depth
further studies will be required to verify its process. Weather data was taken from near-by weather station (50 km). On site weather station data will be required to
validate these results. Please refer to the Company’s press release, dated October 19 for further information.

• Process studies for brines are the equivalent to metallurgical studies for hard rock mines
• Studies were completed at bench scale in Laboratory
• Conclusions of the study:

o Simple, well known evaporation technology can be used to produce Lithium Carbonate
o Brine can be concentrated up to  4.6% Li with minimal reagent consumption and up to 6-7% with

further evaporation
o The period of time that brine is required to evaporate in ponds is ~8 months to obtain a 4.6%

concentrate and ~4 additional months to obtain a concentrate up to 6-7%
o The ponds recovery is about 25 tonnes of lithium carbonate per hectare of pond constructed
o That means that 800 ha are needed to produce 20,000 tonnes of lithium carbonate per year

– The 3Q Project has well over 3,000 ha of flat ground in the salar to construct ponds and controls mining
rights and surface rights

• The evaporation process now needs to be completed on site at the salar at a pilot
evaporation pond to test the process studies already completed at the Laboratory
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Brine Concentration by Solar evaporation

Raw
brine:

0.08% Li NaCl NaCl/KCl/CaCl2

Pre – Concentration
Halite systemConcentrated

Li Brine

SO4 – Ca

Waste salts

Na2SO4

Post – concentration

Pre – Concentration
Pond – K system

CSTR and splitter

6% Li
Brine

• Neo Lithium has full thermodynamic modelling predictive capability with g-proms software
and full thermodynamic package of chemical process
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Magnesium and Sulphate Impurities – Project Comparison

The 3Q Project stands with the lowest combined impurity content of any known salar

* Based on average composition of the Northern Target samples, see 43-101 report for full disclosure on estimation methods and historical information
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History Timeline – Track Record

Founders find 3Q
Nov/Dec 2015

Exploration field work
Jan/April 2016

1st Financing $1.3M
March 2016

2nd Financing POCML $7M
April 2016

3rd Financing/RTO $11M
May/Jul 2016

Environmental Approval
Sep 2016

NLC is created
Jan 2016

Positive Process Studies
Oct 2016

Road Upgrade Complete
Oct 2016

• Neo Lithium has been able to accomplish numerous catalyst in a short period of time
o From project discovery to listing on the TSXV in only 7 months

o Over ~$45M raised in the public markets (gross) since discovery

• Neo Lithium is one of the few lithium developers that is investing the money raised
back into the project and now has an 24 month work plan which is fully funded to FS

Camp/Infrastructure
Oct/Nov 2016

Drilling Begins
Nov/Dev 2016

Pond Construction
Jan 2017

Drilling Results
Q1 2017

Resource 43-101
Q2 2017

Pond/Pump Tests
Q2/Q32017

PEA
Q1/Q2 2018

FS
Q4 2018
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Timeline

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Environmental Base Line
Pond Evaporation Cycle
Pump Tests
Drilling
Pump Tests

Resurce Estimate
PEA
Pilot Plant Operation
Definitive-Feasibility Study
Financing-Construction

2017 2018

• The Company is financed to Definitive Feasibility Study
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Capital Structure*

TSX.V: NLC $1.35 ~$120M
Ticker Price (April 10, 2016) Market Cap

88.6 ~$40M (incl. financing) nil
Issued & Outstanding Shares Cash (Sep 30, 2016) Debt

105.5 ~40% ~20%
FD Outstanding Shares Institutional Ownership Insider Ownership

Note: all numbers in Canadian dollars except per share data
* Includes bought deal announced on January 30, 2017 for C$25milliion; please refer to the press release for further information
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Management and Directors
Waldo Perez, Ph.D.. P. Geo. – President & CEO

• Dr. Perez has 28 years of academic and industry experience
in mineral exploration in South America

• Founder and technical leader of the Cauchari project acquired
through Lithium Americas Corp., and its President and CEO
from inception until its ultimate definitive feasibility study.

• Previously he served as CEO of Latin American Minerals Inc
(LAT), Senior Geologist for Barrick Gold, IAMGOLD, Apex
Geoscience and Opawica Exploration.

Gabriel Pindar – Director
• Mr. Pindar has 22 years’ experience as a Project Executive in

the development of mining projects and large scale
infrastructure (rail and port) in Argentina, Peru, Mexico,
Australia, Canada, West Africa and United Kingdom.

• He has sat on numerous boards and steering committees
successfully engaging delivery teams for large scale projects.

Paul Fornazzari, B.Sc. LLM – Director
• Mr. Fornazzari is currently a partner at the law firm Fasken

Martineau LLP and has a broad range of corporate, commercial
and securities law experience. He was former Chairman of
Lithium Americas Corp. Director and Corporate Secretary.

• Paul has a broad experience advising boards. executive teams
and investment dealers and acts for domestic and foreign clients
in various industries including: mining, petroleum, technology,
life sciences and financial services.

Constantine Karayannopoulos – Chairman
• Mr. Karayannopoulos is the Non Executive Chairman of Neo

Performance Materials Board of Directors. Director of the
Canada China Business Council and is a member of the
Advisory Board at the University of Toronto’s Department of
Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry. He holds
Bachelor and Master of Applied Science degrees in Chemical
Engineering from the University of Toronto.

• Previously he served as Chairman and interim President and
Chief Executive Officer of Molycorp and President and Chief
Executive Officer of Neo Material Technologies. He was
Director of Lithium Americas Corp. from 2011 to 2015.

Carlos Vicens, MBA – CFO
• Over 15 years of experience in financial analysis, corporate

development, strategy and investment banking including
mergers and acquisitions and corporate finance

• Mr. Vicens previously worked as Vice President in
Scotiabank’s Investment Banking Mining team and
participated in over $10B of M&A transactions and well over
$5B in equity and debt issuances

Thomas Pladsen – Director
• Mr. Pladsen has over 20 years experience in the exploration

and mining industry.

• Mr. Pladsen is a director of Carrie Arron Resources Inc., EPM
Mining Ventures Inc., KWG Resources Inc., Northfield Capital
Corporation and White Pine Resources Inc.
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The Experts

Claudio Suarez-Authievre, Ph.D. Chem. B.Sc. Chem. (Process Engineer Manager)
• Dr. Suarez-Authievre is an expert in electrolysis, photo-electrochemistry and electro-catalysis research with 17 years of

experience in academy and Industry.
• He worked for SQM as Process Researcher for 3 years and developed the process for Lithium Americas corp. in the

Cauchari Salar and was the co-inventor with Waldo Perez of the proprietary lithium extraction process in Cauchari

Hugo Barrientos (Chief Engineer)
• Mech. Eng., Management Strategy Diplomate.
• Mr Barrientos was the  Engineering Project Manager for Cauchari Salar (Lithium Americas) and Chief Project Engineer in

Atacama Salar for SQM.

Mark King. BSc., PhD. P Geo. (Independent Qualified Person)
• Dr. King is a hydrogeologist specializing in groundwater flow and migration of constituents dissolved in groundwater.  He

has worked in this field, as both a researcher and consultant, for 25 years - first as a Research Associate at the Centre for
Water Resources Studies (Technical University of Nova Scotia), and subsequently as a senior Project Manager in the
largest environmental consulting firm in Atlantic Canada.

• Dr. King produced the first 43-101 compliant report filed in SEDI for a Lithium Brine deposit in Cauchari Salar and had
consulted with most of the Lithium Brine salars in the Puna Plateau.

GHD  (Engineering Company carrying on the PEA)
• GHD is one of the world's leading professional services companies operating in the global markets of water, energy and

resources, environment, property and buildings, and transportation. We provide engineering, architecture, environmental
and construction services to private and public sector clients.

Hidroar S.A. (Hydrogeology Modelling)
• Hidroar is one of the oldest and largest hydrogeology groups in Argentina with 41

professionals and 15 technicians. Well known in the oil and gas business and environmental
services, they specialize in  water resources modelling



Appendix
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Comparable Pure Lithium Plays

* *All numbers in Canadian Dollars

Company Market
Cap*

Asset Ownership Stage Lithium
Grade

Impurities

Galaxy
Resources

~$800M Sal de
Vida

100% Feasibility
Study

753 mg/l Sulfates+Magnesium

Orocobre ~$620M Olaroz 66.5% Ramp Up
Production

590 mg/l High Sulfate

Lithium
Americas

~$395M Cauchari 45.75 % Feasibility
Study

610 mg/l High Sulfate

Lithium X ~$130M Sal de
Angeles

50% with
option to
earn 80%

PEA 592 mg/l Sulfates+Magnesium

NeoLithium ~$120M 3Q 100% Exploration 895 mg/l -
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Initial Weather Results & Comparables

• Weather station in operation for 4 months
• Comparison with Atacama, Cauchari, Maricunga shows equivalent weather conditions to

these salars
• Data of the entire year is required to obtain final conclusions, but is clear that the higher

evaporation months are equivalent to producing salars

Average Monthly Temperature in salars (°C)
(November 2016 - February 2017)

Average monthly radiation in salars (Watt/m2)
(November 2016 - February 2017)

Figure 1. Average Monthly Temperature, measured between November and February for the
salars located in 3Q, Cauchari, Maricunga and Atacama

Figure 2. Average Monthly Radiation, measured between November and February for the salars
located in 3Q, Cauchari, Maricunga and Atacama
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Initial Weather Results & Comparables
Average Monthly Evaporation in salars (mm/day)

(November 2016 - February 2017)

Average Monthly Precipitation in salars (mm/month)
(November 2016 - February 2017)

Average Monthly Humidity in salars (%)
(November 2016 - February 2017)

Figure 3. Average Monthly Humidity, measured between November and February for the salars
located in 3Q, Cauchari, Maricunga and Atacama Figure 4. Average Monthly Evaporation, measured between November and February for the salars

located in 3Q, Cauchari, Maricunga and Atacama

Figure 5. Average Monthly Wind Speed, measured between November and February for the
salars located in 3Q, Cauchari, Maricunga and Atacama

Average Monthly Wind Speed in salars (m/s)
(November 2016 - February 2017)

Figure 6. Total Monthly Precipitation, measured between November and February for the salars
located in 3Q, Cauchari, Maricunga and Atacama
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Argentina Overview

De-Risking
Argentina has come a long way in the last 12 months since new
Government and President Macri took over

The institutional framework improved dramatically with clear respect
for the rule of Law

Favourable policies towards foreign investors is attracting capital

Currency controls were lifted allowing free flow of funds

Peso devaluated 50% lowering development costs

Export taxes on mineral products were lifted

Import restrictions were lifted

Provinces are encouraged to attract mining investment

Improved outlook on international credit front promoting large
infrastructure investments

Strong support from national and provincial environmental agencies
on Mining

Politically-driven environmental activism  is on retreat

3Q
Project
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Brazil
1%

Portugal
2%

Zimbabwe
3% USA

3% China
10%

Argentina
11%

Australia
33%

Chile
37%

Others
18%

FMC
10%

Tianqi
17%

SQM
23%

Albemarle
32%

Lithium Industry
The Lithium industry is considered to have an oligopoly in production and location of supply
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All projects currently in
development or announced

must succeed in order to
have a balanced market and
to keep pace with demand

Some demand will be sourced
from the oligopoly of

producers but no all. These
producers have strong balance

sheets and market power to
consolidate the market

Deficit

Hard rock projects
come on line

Brine projects begin
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Lithium Industry (Continued)

It will very difficult for other technologies
to compete with Lithium due to

economies of scale already in place

Even though
recent price

increase are not
expected to

continue, healthy
margins are still

possible for most
producers,

specially low cost
producers

Source: company reports, industry studies and market data
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Contact or additional information:
info@neolithium.ca
www.neolithium.ca

Headquarters:
401 Bay St, Suite 2702

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5H 2Y4

3Q Project: The Next Major Lithium Discovery


